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ABSTRACT 

EC098/4 

UdeSA 

Macroeconomic policy is not a financially isolated process; markets exist that generate 
profits contingent on policy outcomes, including the possibility that the government reneges. 
This in turn influences expectations about monetary policy. We combine a garue of time 
(in)consistent monetary rules with the no-arbitrage paradigm common to the financial 
analysis of markets. Commitment is shown to be facilitated through the relation between the 
no-arbitrage condition for markets and incentive-compatibility in games of strategy. 
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ARBITRAGE ANO POLICY RULES 

The question of rules versus discretion in macroeconomic policy games hinges on 

the analysis of the incentive-compatibility of rules that constrain policy-makers' actions in 

the presence of shocks. In particular, incentive-compatibility (truth-telling) problems are 

often associated with the announcement of forecasts of these shocks by policy-makers. 

For example, Andersen (1986) demonstrates that there exist situations in which the 

incentive compatibility of mmouncements holds for rules under asymmetric information, 

and is violated for announcements and rules given foil information. From a game

theoretic perspective this is not surprising; results that are difficult to achieve under 

conditions of complete information can often be suppo11ed as equilibria when (even a 

little) information asymmetry is introduced into the game. 1 

At issue, then, is what kind of institution creates the type of information 

externality that will make announcements incentive-compatible under a rules regime? 

This is similar in spirit to Taylor's (1983: 125) assertion that the macroeconomic situation 

ought to be no different from, "other well-recognized time inconsistency situations, 

(where) society seems to have found ways to institute the optima! policy." The institution 

we posit as a natural solution to the incentive-compatibility problem is financia! market

making. The general idea is that macroeconomic policy is not a financially isolated 

process; markets will be created to generate profits that are contingent on policy 

outcomes, including the possibility that the govenm1ent reneges. Examples include ERM 

1 See, for example, Kreps and Wilson ( 1982), Roberds ( 1987), Petith ( 1988) and Os borne and Rubinstein 
( 1994, exercise 28.2). 
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cross-rate options (Campa and Chang 1996) and CPI futures (Cowen 1997). 

In a policy game framework these and other farms of market-making are based on 

the credibility of monetary policy, and in turn impose the well-known financia! criteria of 

no-arbitrage on the policy outcomes.2 In other words, when financia! markets are built 

around policy outcomes, the analysis becomes intrinsically financia!, in which case the 

no-arbitrage paradigm comes into play. The key to our analysis is the link between the 

no-arbitrage condition far financia! markets and incentive-compatibility in games of 

strategy. Specifically, the no-arbitrage solution far games of strategy developed by Nau 

and McCardle ( 1990, 1991) is based on incentive-compatibility conditions that are not 

normally present in either Nash or Stackelberg equilibria. Moreover, this theoretical 

orientation agrees with recent empirical tests of credibility which are based upan the 

existence ( or lack thereot) of arbitrage opportunities in financia! ( or index) markets. 

Arbitrage-based tests have been conducted far monetary policy (King 1995) and 

exchange rate regimes (Campa and Chang; Rolden and Vikoren 1996). 

The policy game 

Consider a model of policy making such as that given by Andersen (1986, 1988) 

and Canzoneri (1985) where real output growth (q) is determined by the natural rate, q, 

and unanticipated inflation: 

-
(1) q = q + (n - E[n]) 

2 Related phenomena include 'Fed watching' and secrecy (Goodfriend 1986; Balke and Haslag 1992; 
Cosimano and Huyck 1993; Arce 1997a) and policy-based market making in the sense of Shiller ( 1993), 
Walsh (1997) and Wohl (1997). 
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The rate of inflation is given as: 

(2) 1t = g + s 

where: gis the growth rate of money, and 

sis a nominal shock/state variable (e.g. velocity) that can take on two values, s2 > s2• 

The private sector's wage/price strategy is structurally equivalent to the expected 

rate of inflation, nC, and its reduced-form payoff function is - (1t-1te)2. The analysis 

presented in the majority of macropolicy games typically <loes not differentiate between 

beliefs and strategies in a strict game-theoretic sense, hence, in Eq.(1) it is assumed that 

E[n] = ne. In our analysis, however, it will be important to distinguish between ne -- the 

strategy formulated in the price-setting sector, and E[n]-- the mean public expectation 

faced by the policy-maker, because the latter includes the expectations generated in 

financial markets. In equilibrium they will coincide. 

The policy-maker's strategy is to choose money supply growth, g, to minimize 

deviations from its target output rate, q*, and price stability, n•= O. In state ' s' its payoff 

function is given as: 

(3) 

Consider the case where there is full information about shock term 's,' and the policy

maker operates under the following rule: 

(4) g = n-cr 

where cr is the policy-maker's declaration of the shock. 
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This setup allows for ex-post verification of adherence to the state-contingent rnle, 

but not ex-post control of the policy-maker. In this context, Andersen (1986) provides 

the following result: 

Proposition: Given the assumption E[1t] = 1t°, truthful information disclosure is not 
incentive-compatible for state s2 ( crs

2 
:t:- s2) under the growth rule in 

Eq.(4) if: 

If the marginal output gains from reneging domínate the range of the shock, trnthful 

announcements are not incentive-compatible. Indeed, the lack of incentive-compatible 

announcements is endemic in the literature.3 

Arbitrage considerations 

As is pointed out by Waller (1987), a conceptual problem with this and similar 

policy analyses is that it is not a legitimate game between the policy-maker and the 

private sector because the two do not actually interact strategically. As such, attempts 

have been made to include explicit strategy choices by the prívate sector. Another 

alternative is to introduce rational observers (Holly 1987), who do not participate directly 

in the garue, but whose expectations are nonetheless part of the public expectations the 

policy-maker faces. 

It is interesting to note that this latter approach is precisely the point of view taken 

by Nau and McCardle's (1990,1991) no-arbitrage characterization for games of strategy. 

3 See Canzoneri ( 1985) and Andersen ( 1989) for the case of asymmetric information, Stein ( 1989) for the 
case of cheap talk, and Arce ( 1997a) for the case of finite, but indeterminant, rounds of costless 
communication. 



Specifically, for any game that can be associated with market-making on the outcome, 

there exists an underlying arbitrage game in which outside observers attempt to make 

profits off the actions ofthe direct participants of the game.4 Moreover, the no-arbitrage 

solutions of this underlying game are observationally equivalent to the correlated 

equilibrium of the original garue. What rnakes this of particular interest to our policy 

game analysis is that a correlated equilibrium is a set of incentive-compatibility 

constraints on the actions of the players in the game. 

A correlated equilibrium is a mixture on joint strategies, p(a) = p(a¡;a.;), such that 

given the strategies of others, a.;, player 'i' has no incentive to deviate frorn a; to sorne 

a., 

Where: A is the joint strategy set, p(a):A ➔ [O, 1 ]; ¿ p(a) = 1. 

" 

Equivalently, in terms of a no-arbitrage condition on i's actions: 

ª-1 

A strategy for the policy-maker is a pair, (g;,cr;), where cr; is its state declaration in state 

5 

i E { s1,si}; cr; E { s1,s2}, which may be misleading relative to the optimal growth rate for 

true state 'i'; g¡ E {g1,g2}. A strategy is incentive-compatible if trnth-telling occurs in 

state 'i' : cr; = i. The term given in brackets in Eq.(7) represents the 'arbitrage margin' to 

player i for deviating to sorne strategy a; * a; when the conelated strategy calls for a;. For 

4 See Arce (1997a,b) for the explicit specification ofthe underlying arbitrage games pertaining to sender
receiver games of incomplete information and 2x2 strategic fonn games, respectively. 



example, consider the commitment strategy for state 2, as
2 
= (g2,s2), and the 'reneging' 

strategy, a.
32 

= (fü,s1), where the policy-maker lies about the state. Reneging creates a 

positive arbitrage margin for the policy-maker if the benefit for reneging, Usiªs
2
,a.;), 

exceeds that for truth-telling, Usiªs
2
,a_;). In order to rule as

2 
out, the no-arbitrage 

condition on the correlated strategy p(as
2
,a.;) must be such that reneging yields a non-

positive expected payoff (Eq.(7)). 

Public expectations 

The effect of the no-arbitrage condition is two-fold. First, it redefines the 

rationality of policy-maker actions. Specifically, if reneging on a policy declaration is 

profitable, then it represents an arbitrage opportunity for the policy-maker. Such an 

outcome is not possible in equilibrium because it violates the incentive-compatibility 

conditions given in Eq.(6). 

The second implication of the no-arbitrage condition is that it affects public 

expectations about policy. The correlated equilibrium distribution applies to ali players 

(public or prívate, director indirect). This is given in Fig.(1).5 

Figure 1: Correlated Strategies 
(for player/state i E {si,s2}) 

-!,g/cr;➔ S1 S2 Total 
gl p(g1,S1) p(g1,S2) p(g1) 
g2 p(g2,S1) p(g2,S2) p(g2) 

Total p(s1) p(s2) 1 

5 What this suggests is that the full information situation is again akin to the policy-maker playing a game 
against itself, where, in each state S;, announcement crs; is pitted against growth strategy gs;- From the 
perspective ofthe public sector's expectation formation, they know whether they are facing the payoffand 
correlation matrices that correspond to state s1 or s2• 

6 
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• 
In equilibrium if the policy-maker declares state s2, crs

2
=s2, the public's expected inflation 

rate is: 

(8) 

anda similar conditional expectation is given ifthe policy-maker declares the state as s1• 

It follows that the policy-makers' objective function must recognize that Eq.(l) becomes: 

(9) q = q + (n - E[nlcr;]). 

The model is closed through the following symbiotic relation: (a) incentive compatible 

announcements are characterized through their correlated equilibrium distributions, and 

(b) these same distributions determine the mean public inflation expectation. 

From Andersen (1986) it is clear that there is no incentive-compatibility problem in 

state s1, and in state s2, p(g1, s2) = O; the policy-maker never has an incentive to declare state 

s2 and implement growth strategy g1• The question that remains is whether p(g2,s1) > O in 

state s2 -- does the government líe about state s2 in arder to derive reneging benefits from g2 

as surprise inflation? The conditions for this violation of incentive compatibility were given 

in Eq.(5) in the absence of the no-arbitrage conditions. In contrast, under the 'financia!' 

policy environment, we can now presenta positive result (proof in appendix): 

Proposition: The no-arbitrage monetary rule equilibrium for state s2 is incentive
compatible independent of the conditions given in Eq.(5). Specifically, 
p(g2,s2)=1 in state Sú no randomization is required for truth-telling. 

Discussion 

The rules versus discretion question is inherently strategic because if policy-makers 

can establish a credible commitment, they can achieve a socially optimal outcome, whereas 
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• 
ifthe policy is time-inconsistent, the (re)actions of rational agents may nullify it. An 

example is the 'activist' rule given in Eq.(4), which, when applied under conditions of 

truth-telling about the state of the economy, leads toan optimal policy outcome. Our result 

illustrates the strategic importance of financial markets for establishing the credibility of 

monetary policy rules in the presence of nominal shocks. Specifically, reneging is 

recognized in financial markets to be an arbitrage opportunity for the policy-maker. The 

key is that the no-arbitrage solution generates public expectations that are related to the 

underlying strategic incentives of the model. This in turn creates incentive-compatible 

discipline through expectations that eliminate reneging asan arbitrage opportunity. 

We have used a game-theoretic model to show that in the absence of arbitrage 

opportunities, rules can be credible. Moreover, if arbitrage opportunities exist (Eq.(7) is 

reversed), then the government cannot commit. Our results pertain to the Barro-Gordon 

(1983) model of credibility that pervades policy analysis. Moreover, as is shown by Nau 

(1992), no-arbitrage conditions exist and can be used for games of incomplete information. 

In particular, Arce (1997a) investigates the implications of arbitrage in an alternative 

policy environment, where a lack of credibility arises as a positive probability of policy 

failure (e.g. Andersen 1989; Dornbusch 1991). So the no-arbitrage approach is 

theoretically flexible; it is not restricted to a specific underlying market or model of 

credi bili ty. 

In addition, we have provided a theoretical counterpart to the empirical tests for 

policy credibility that are based on arbitrage measures. The no-arbitrage condition is a 

measure of market expectations that can be used as an empirical indicator of commitment. 

Ut41VERSIDAD DE SAN A;D;-¡ 
BIBLIOTECA r 



Appendix 

From Eq.(6), the incentive compatibility of p(g2,s2) = 1 requires: 

We first sol ve for Us
2
(g2,s2) on the left-hand side of Eq.(10). Given declaration s2 ~nd 

And again by p(gi,s2) = O we have: 

The payoff Us (fü,Si) on the right-hand side ofEq.(10) corresponds to the case where the 
2 

state is s2, but the policy-maker declares s1 and its growth rate is g2• Here, 

E[ nis,] - p ((, '),) ·n, + p(gt)' ) ·n2, and p(g2,s,) > O is Andersen's so urce of concern 
p Si p Si 

because this is the type of incentive-compatibility violation that occurs under the 
conditions o°f Eq.(5) when financia! markets are absent. 

Us (g2,si) = _ s_ _[ q + { (g + s2) - E[1tls1]} - q']2 - ª 2 (n2)2 
2 2 2 

First, accounting for the role of the monetary rnle (Eq.( 4)) to substitute for g: 

9 



Appendix 

From Eq.(6), the incentive compatibility of p(g2,s2) = 1 requires: 

We first solve for Dsig2,s2) on the left-hand side of Eq.(10). Given declaration s2 and 

p(g1 ,s2) ~ O, Eq. (8) yields: E[ n is] ~ P~,' )' ) ·1t2• I t follows that: 
p S2 

10 

The payoff Usifü,S1) on the right-hand side ofEq.(10) corresponds to the case where the 

state is s2, but the policy-maker declares s1 and its growth rate is g2. Here, 

E[nls] = p(g"s1) ·7t + p(g2 ,si) _n and p(g s) > O is Andersen's source of concern 
1 ( ) 1 ( ) 2, 2, 1 p S 1 p S 1 

because this is the type of incentive-compatibility violation that occurs under the 
conditions of Eq.(5) when financia! markets are absent. 

Us (g2,s,) = _ s_ ,[ q + {(g + s2)- E[nls1]} - q•]2 - ª 2 (n2)
2 

2 2 2 

First, accounting for the role of the monetary rule (Eq.( 4)) to substitute for g: 
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Now, solving for the term 7t1 - E[nls1], 

Hence: 

Substituting, Eq.(l O) becomes: 

ª1 - ']2 ª1 [- ']2 --·[q-q ¿:--·q-q ID 
2 2 
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